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The Alpha 6102 Trolley is certified “Plastic Second Life”, it is composed of long base with wheels Ø 100 mm, 2 

asymmetric vertical frames, 120-litre bag holder with 2 handle supports and two hooks, small plastic bag support, 

plastic central basket, closing profile for central basket, 4 buckets 4 ltrs, set of stickers, regular down-press wringer, 2 

buckets 15 ltrs, Rilsan coated wringer support, fixed side wall, side closing door, sliding drawer and 2 sets T-shaped 

plugs for vertical frames. The multipurpose trolley is ideal for the general cleaning of those environments that require 

dusting, waste collection, mopping and disinfection of floors and cleaning of surfaces: all in one single trolley!

Size (cm)

Material Plastic

› Strong, compact, ergonomic, modular trolley, easy to assemble and clean.

› Green: environment friendly as made of recycled “Plastic Second Life”polypropylene copolymer.

› Light and easy to move.

› Its plastic long base can be equipped also with wheels Ø 125 mm and rubber wheels Ø 125 mm.

› Thanks to the central seat for a fifth wheel, the base can be equipped also with an additional wheel in the middle to 

be much

stronger in case of a fully and heavy loaded trolley.

› Its plastic vertical frames guarantee the maximum hygiene, being the waste bag always separated from the rest of 

the trolley.

› Bag holder equipped with ergonomic push-bar, handle supports and hook.

› Possibility to replace the fixed bag holder with a foldable bag holder, considerably reducing the overall dimensions of 

the trolley after its use (space saver bag holder).

› Side closing door equipped with removable key and hand grip to open it easier. hand grip with key compartment 

where to set the removed key.

› 4-litre buckets in four different colors to separate the different chemical solutions and the tools and cleaning 

equipment in use.

› Several combinations of drawers equipped with slide out limiter, available in 22 ltrs and 40 ltrs, with or without 

lockable system with removable key, and of shelves.

› The central frame has a label which can be customized writing the operator’s name, the working area or other 

information.

› The fixed side wall and the side door are completely smooth and upon request, they can be customized with 

drawings, pictures or logo.

› Two 15-litre buckets allow the separation of the detergent solution from the rinse water for a better and more 

professional floor mopping.

› Down-press wringer with plastic jaws, ideal for floor mopping with spaghetti mops and Speedy flat mop heads.

Uses

114 (height) x 

133 (width) x

68 (depth)

Ideal for full 

cleaning in big 

areas
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